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Abstract. Observationsfrom instruments on the Upper Atmosphere Research

Satellite(UARS) havebeenusedto constraincalculationsof infraredradiativeforcing
by CH4, CCleFe, and NeO and to determine lifetimes of CCleFe and NeO. Radiative
forcing is calculated as a changein net infrared flux at the tropopausethat results

from an increasein trace gas amountfrom preindustriM(1750) to contemporary
(1992) times. Latitudinal and seasonalvariationsare considered
explicitly,using
distributions of trace gasesand temperature in the stratosphere from UARS
measurementsand seasonallyaveraged cloud statistics from the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project. Top-of-atmospherefluxes calculated for the
contemporary period are in good agreementwith satellite measurementsfrom the
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment. Globally averagedvalues of the radiative

forcingare 0.550,0.132,and0.111W rn-• for CH4, CCleFe,and NeO, respectively.
The largest forcing occursnear subtropicallatitudes during summer,predominantly
as a result of the combinationof cloud-freeskies and a high, cold tropopause.
Clouds are found to play a significantrole in regulating infrared forcing, reducing
the magnitudeof the forcingby 30-40% comparedwith the caseof clear skies.The
vertical profile of CCleFe is important in determiningits radiative forcing; use of
a height-independentmixing ratio in the stratosphereleads to an overpredictionof

the forcingby 10%. The impact of stratosphericprofileson radiative forcingby
CH4 and NeO is 2% or less. UARS-based distributions of CCleFe and N20 are
used also to determine global destructionrates and instantaneoushfetimes of these
gases.Rates of photolytic destructionin the stratosphereare calculatedusing solar
ultraviolet irradiances measured on UARS and a line-by-line model of absorption
in the oxygen Schurnann-Rungebands. Lifetimes are 114 + 22 and 118 + 25 years
for CCleFe and NeO, respectively.

1.

Introduction

The enhanced infrared opacity as a result of these
changesaccounts for nearly one third of the postin-

Increasesin the atmosphericabundances
of CH4,
dustrial, greenhouse
gasdirect radiativeforcing[InterCC12F2(CFC-12) and N20 from the preindustrialto
governmental
Panel
on
ClimateChange(IPCC), 1995].
the presenttime have had a significanteffect on the
In
addition,
CH4,
CC12F2,
and N20 are significant
radiativeand photochemical
state of the atmosphere.

sourcesof hydrogen, chlorine, and nitrogen radicals in
the stratosphere and thus play an important role in the
budget of stratosphericozone. Global destructionrates
•Now at Schoolof Meteorology,Universityof Oklahoma,
of CCI•F• and N•O are determined primarily by ultraNorman.
violet photolysisin the stratosphere.
Although the longwaveeffectsof trace gas increases
Copyright
1998bytheAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
Papernumber98JD02116.
0148-0227/98/98JD-02116509.00

were recognizedsome time ago [Ramanathan,1975;
Wang et al., 1976],it is only recentlythat globaldistributions have becomeavailablefor including latitudinal
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of radiative

forcing, for the most part, have been based on results
using global mean vertical profilesof temperature, wa-

ter vapor, and ozone[Wan# e! al., 1980;Hansene! al.,
1981; Ramanathanet al., 1987]. The computedflux,
however, may not be identical to the global averageof
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evaluation of radiative forcings and lifetimes of trace
gases.UARS measurementsof CH4, CC12F2,N20, 03,
H20, temperature, and solar ultraviolet irradiances are
used to represent the physical and chemical state of the
contemporary stratosphere. Complementary measurements of trace gas mixing ratios at the surface, mean

separatecalculationsat each latitude [see,for example, WorldMeteorological
Organization(WMO), Chap-

cloud statistics

ter 7 1991; Pinnock et al., 1995; Myhre and Stordal,

fluxes from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment

1997; Freckletonet al., 1998]. Furthermore,the de-

(ERBE) are usedto completethis picture. The goalis

from the International

Satellite

Cloud

ClimatologyProject (ISCCP), and averagelongwave

creasein concentrationsof CH4, CC12F2, and N20 with

to take advantageof the unprecedentedspatial and temincreasingaltitude above the tropopausecan influence poral coverageof UARS measurementsand apply them
the downward flux at the tropopause level, thereby imto the evaluation of radiative forcing by CH4, CC12F2,
pactingthe radiativeforcing[Ramanathanet al., 1985]. and N20 and to determine atmospheric lifetimes for
These effects are accounted for implicitly within the CC12F2 and N20.
context

of two-

and three-dimensional

model

studies

[Kiehl and Briegleb,1993; Hauglustaineet al., 1994;
Hansen et al., 1997], with trace gas distributionsdetermined internally by the model.
The importance of CH4, N20, and most CFCs to
the Earth's longwave radiation budget is due largely
to the spectral location of the principal IR bands involved. Most are located within, or near, a relatively
transparent spectral window between8 and 12/•m. The
accurate specification of stratospheric ozone in the radiative calculations is thus important due to the presence of the Oa9.6-/•m band. Equally important, tropospheric clouds are strong sourcesof opacity in the
8 to 12-/•m window, and the proper representationof
clouds is critical to the evaluation of radiative forcing
at the tropopause. High cloudsin the tropospherehave
been shown to influence strongly the stratosphericIR

2.

UARS

Distributions

of Trace

Gases

and Temperature
Climatologicaldistributionsof trace gaseswereconstructedfrom zonal averagesof UARS observations
over
2-month periodsbracketingthe equinoxesand solstices.
The total time interval extends from March 1992 to

January 1993. All calculations were carried out on a

5o latitude grid from ??.5øSto ??.5øN. Constant values were used poleward of ??.5ø for the purposesof
obtaining global averages.Vertical levelswere spaced
100 mbar apart in the troposphere,decreasingto 10-20
mbar near the tropopauseand lowerstratosphere.Vertical resolutionin the middle and upper stratosphere
was approximately 3 km.
Distributions of CH4, CC12F2, and N20 in the strato-

heatingby ozone[e.g., Dessleret al., 1996],as well as
the radiativeforcingby troposphericOa[Forster et al.,
1996]and CFC replacements
[Pinnocket al., 1995].

spherewere derivedfrom vertical profilesmeasuredby

The destruction of N20 and CC12F2 is thought to
take place primarily in the stratosphere. Most of the
lossoccursthrough photodissociationby absorptionof
solar ultraviolet radiation in the 190- to 220-nm spectral

emissionin vibration-rotation spectra between 3.5 and
13/•m for retrieval of trace gas mixing ratios, pressure,

region,at altitudesbetween20 and40 km [Minschwaner
ctal., 1993]. Lifetimesfor N2 and CFC compounds
have been estimatedusingtwo-dimensionalphotochemical modelsof the middleatmosphere[e.g.,Ko andSze,

1982],with calculatedvaluesdeterminedby the balance

the CryogenLimbArray EtalonSpectrometer
(CLAES)
on board UARS.

The CLAES

instrument

observed limb

and temperature[Rocheet al., 1993]. Version7, level
3AT data were used for all three gases. Averages for
each latitude bin were obtained by weighting all values
accordingto the data quality indicator associatedwith
each point. The zonally averaged vertical profile was
linearly interpolated from the UARS standard pressure
levels to our adopted vertical grid. CLAES data were
used from 0.1 mbar down to 46 mbar; values below this
level were determined using a cubic spline interpolation

betweenstratosphericlossand influx to the stratosphere
by cross-tropopausetransport in the tropics. A more
empirical method applies calculated destruction rates to the tropopause(specification
of the tropopausepresbelow).
to observeddistributionsin the stratosphere[Johnston sureis discussed
Mixing ratios in the troposphere, assumed to be
ctal., 1979]. If the sourceterms are accuratelyknown,
then the lifetime can also be estimated from the total
height independent due to mixing, were obtained from
atmospheric
burden[e.g.,Kaye et al., 1994]. A novel 1991-1992 measurementsfrom the surface network optechniqueoutlinedby PlumbandKo [1992]employscor- erated by the Climate Monitoring and DiagnosticsLabrelations betweenlong-livedtracers in the stratosphere oratoryfor CH4 [Tans et al., 1992]and for CC12F2and
to determinelifetime ratios. The use of this technique N20 [Montzkaet al., 1992].We approximatedlatitudiis discussed within the framework of three-dimensional
nal gradients in mixing ratios using linear fits to data
modelcalculationsby Avalloneand Prather [1997]and from six surfacestations rangingfrom 82.5øN to 40.7øS.
is applied to ER-2 observationsin the stratosphereby This variationis smallfor N20 (lessthan 1%frompole
Volket al. [1997].
to pole)but is significant
for CH4 (--•9%poleto pole)
The present study is motivated by the availability of and CC12F2(--•6%).
Other model inputs which are constrained by data
global-scaleobservationsfrom the Upper Atmosphere
ResearchSatellite (UARS), which are relevantto the from UARS include stratospheric Oa and I-I20. Cor-
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rect specification of ozone is of some importance for
the infrared flux due to spectral overlapsin the wings
of the Oa 9.6-/•m band and the N20 7.8-/•m band,
the CH4 7.7-1•m band, and CC12F2 absorption bands
near 9 /•m. The 6.7-/•m band of water has an effect
also on the N20 and CH4 bands. In the ultraviolet,
the short-wavelength tail of the ozone Hartley band
contributes significantly to the opacity near 200 nm
and therefore impacts photodissociationof both CC12F2
and N20. Zonally averaged distributions of Oa and
H20 were compiled based on measurements from the
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particular importance for our calculations are the de-

creasesin mixing ratios of CH4, CC12F2, and N20 in
the stratosphere as well as latitudinal variations in vertical profiles. Distributions of H20 and temperature
for the same time period are shown in Figure 2, along
with the distributions of cloud fraction and heights assumed in the calculations.

These

are derived

from av-

eragesover the 1983-1990 time period for low, middle,
and high cloud fractions from the International Satel-

lite Cloud ClimatologyProject (ISCCP)[Rossowand
Schiffer,1991]. Low cloudsare assumedto be located

UARS MicrowaveLimbSounder(MLS), whichobserves between 850 and 750 mbar, independent of latitude.
limb emissionat millimeterwavelengths[Waters 1993; Middle-level clouds are placed in a 100-mbar-thick layer
Froidevauzet al., 1994]. Version3, level3AT data from centered near 500 mbar at middle and high latitudes,
the 205-GHz radiometer were used for Oa; data from

and near 550 mbar in tropics, as shown in Figure 2.

the 183-GHz radiometer were used for H20. Zonal and

High cloudsare locatedin a 20-mbar-thicklayerlocated

seasonalaveragesof MLS measurementsabove 50 mbar

just below the tropopause.

were constructed

in a manner

similar

to the CLAES

data described above. Ozone in the troposphere was

basedon climatologicalvaluesfrom Oltmans[1981]and 3.
Levy et al. [1985].Tropospheric
water vaporwasspeci-

Radiative

Calculations

fied on the basisof standard Air Force GeophysicsLab-

As discussed
by IPCC [1995],the conceptof radiative

oratory (AFGL) models[Andersonet al., 1986]with

forcing is a valuable measureof the first-order climatic
impact of a greenhousegas. The forcing is definedby
the changein net infrared flux at the tropopausedue
to a prescribedchangein greenhousegasamount, hold-

values interpolated in seasonand latitude.
The vertical profile of temperature is another important parameter in the calculation of infrared forcing.
Temperatures in the upper atmospherehave an impact
also on ultraviolet photolysisthrough the temperature
dependenceof absorption crosssections,most notably

in the 02 Schumann-Runge
(S-R) bands,with a correspondingeffect on the the penetration of ultraviolet ra-

diation to the middle and lowerstratosphere.Temperatureswere adoptedfrom the National Meteorological

Center(NMC) analysis[McPherson
et al., 1979],which

ing all other modelparametersfixed (exceptfor stratospherictemperatures,as discussed
below). Adoptionof
the tropopauseas a referenceis motivated by the fact
that a changein radiative flux at this level appropriately
expressesthe radiative forcingof the climate systemas
a whole,sincethe surfaceand troposphereare a tightly
coupledthermodynamicsystem. In addition, defining
the forcingin terms of the radiativeflux changeavoids

are included as correlative data in the UARS data dis-

uncertainties associatedwith a given climate response,
tribution. NMC temperatureswere averagedover sea- for example, surface temperature, which depends on
sonandlatitudes,similarto the CLAES tracegasdata, sensitivities and feedbacksthat are evidently modelfrom the surface to 70 mbar. CLAES measurements of
dependent[e.g., IPCC, 1990]. However,care must be
temperaturewereusedabove70 mbar. Theseagreewell taken to account for the temperature responsein the
(•_ +1 K) with lidar and rocketsonde
measurements
of stratosphere[Hansen et al., 1981; Ramanathanet al.,
temperature up to the 1-mbar pressurelevel.

1987]. By maintainingradiativeequilibrium(or con-

As discussed
by Myhre and Stordal[1997]and Freckletonet al. [1998],specification
of the tropopausepressure is a crucial aspectof determiningthe magnitude
of radiative forcing. Owing to changesin tropopause
pressurewith latitude, adoptionof a global-meantropo-

stant heating/cooling)in the stratosphere,any change
in flux at the tropopauseis then the sameas at the top
of the atmosphere(TOA).
Infrared fluxeswerecalculatedusinga longwave-band
model developed at the National Center for Atmo-

sphericResearch.This is a 100-cm-• band modelwhich
stantaneous,global-meanforcing [Myhre and Stordal, includes infrared opacity by H20, CO2, and Oa, and
1997].In addition,Freckleton
et al. [1998]showed
that considersalsothe major absorptionbandsof CH4, N20,
the choiceof tropopause
definition(i.e., lapserate crite- CFC-11, and CFC-12. The code is similar in many
ria, temperatureminimum,top of convective
level)can respectsto the Community Climate Model, Version 2
influenceradiative forcingresultsby up to 9%. For the (CCM2) radiation code describedby Briegleb[1992].
calculationspresentedbelow,we definedthe tropopause Line parameters for H20, CO2, Oa, CH4, and N20 are
height accordingto locationof minima in temperature basedon the HITRAN database[Rothman,1986].Abprofiles at each latitude.
sorption crosssectionsfor CFC-11 and CFC-12, averDistributions of CH4, CC12F2, N20, and Oa for the agedoverthe 100 cm-• bands,are from Massieet al.
September-October
1992time periodare shownin Fig- [1991]. For the trace gasesof interesthere, the imure 1. The dashedhorizontallines indicate the pres- portant longwavebands consideredinclude the 7.7-1•m
sure level which divides UARS-based distributions from
band of CH4, the 4.5-, 7.8-, and 17-/•m bands of N20
the regionof interpolation. The tropopausepressureis (seeFigure2 of Briegleb[1992]),and the 8.7-, 9.1-, and
shown by the bottom dashedcurve in each panel. Of 10.9-/•m bands of CC12F2.
pauseheight can produceerrors of up to 10% in the in-
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Figure 1. Distributions
of (a) CH4(in ppb),(b) CCI2F2(in ppt),(c) N20 (in ppb),and(d)

Oa (in ppm)usedin theradiativecalculations
for theSeptember-October
contemporary
period.
Dashedcurves
indicatethetropopause
andthelowestpressure
levelforUARSdata. Tropospheric

mixing ratios are specifiedas describedin the text.

Net longwave
fluxescalculated
with thismodelagree 1978; Stephensand Platt, 1987];theseare identicalto
with line-by-linecalculations
to within 1% [Briegleb, the valuesusedby Dessleret al. [1996](lwp = 125,
1992]. We have,in addition,comparedresultsfor flux 75, 15g m-2, andr•: 10, 11, 18Fro,for low,middle,
changes
inducedby changesin CH4 and NuO with line-

and high clouds,respectively).Surfaceemissivitywas

by-linecalculations
by CloughandIacono[1995].Re- fixed at 0.92, independentof latitude and season.This
suitsat the tropopause
agreeto within 10%. Figure3 value representsan estimateof the weightedmean of
compares the TOA flux calculated with the model with
seasurface(e • 0.92-0.96), sand(0.85-0.90),andsnow

measurements
from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment(ERBE) [Barkstrom,1984]averagedoverthe

(0.85-0.99). Calculatedforcingswerefoundto be relatively insensitiveto the precisechoiceof surfacelong-

1985-1988period. The agreementis within the uncer-

wave emissivity.

taintiesin flux (4-5W m-u) fornearlyall latitudesand

For the determinationof instantaneous
lifetimes,photochemicallossdue to ultraviolet photodissociation
was
ERBE averages(not shown)alsoindicatea goodlevel calculatedusing the high-resolutionradiation code deof agreement.
scribedby Minschwanerel al. [1993].Solarirradiances
Resultsfor June-July(Figure3a) clearlyshowthe im- abovethe atmospherewerespecifiedaccordingto meapact of high cloudsnear the IntertropicalConvergence surementsfrom the Solar Stellar Irradiance CompariZonebetween150and 10øNwhichgiveriseto a minimum son Experiment (SOLSTICE) on board UARS, averin TOA flux.Thisminimum
shiftsto southoftheequa- agedover the month of March 1992. These are hightor in both the ERBE observationsand model calcula- resolution(0.1 nm) measurements
of the full-disk,solar
seasons. Comparison of model shortwave albedo with

tionsfor December-January
(Figure3b). Calculated spectralirradiancebetween115 and 420 nm [Rollman
TOA fluxesaresensitive
to assumptions
of cloudliquid el al., 1993]. Calibration is maintainedto within 1%
waterpaths(lwp)andeffective
dropradii(r,) assumedusinga collectionof bright blue stars as radiancestan-

in the model. We adopted valuesfor the three cloud dards [Woodsel al., 1993]. Version7, level 3BS irratypesthat areconsistent
withmeasurements
[Stephens,diances with a spectral resolution of 1 nm were used
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Figure2. Distributions
of(a)H•O(volume
mixing
ratio),(b)temperature
(degrees
Kelvin),
and(c)cloud
fractions
(percent)
used
intheradiative
calculations
fortheSeptember-October
preindustrialand contemporary
time periods.

over the full spectralrange. Oxygencrosssectionsin
the S-R band regionfollowedthe line-by-lineanalysis
by Minschwaner
et al. [1992].Crosssections
for the Ou
Herzbergcontinuumwereadoptedfrom Yoshinoet al.

where•(•, z,t) isthelocaconcentration
at latitude½,
altitudez, andtime! andwhereRE is the Earth'sradius.The corresponding
lossfrequency
J is setprimarily by photodissociation,
although
totallossincludes
a

contribution
(5-10%)due
toreaction
withO(•D).
[1988],andcross
sections
forOa CCluFu,andNuOwere small
ofO(• D) werecalculated
based
ona steady
adoptedfrom DeMote et al. [1994].Below205 nm, so- Globalfields
production
dueto photolysis
ofozone,uslar irradiances and all cross sections other than Ou were statebetween
fieldsdescribed
above,
andlossdue
linearlyinterpolatedto the high-resolution
(0.002nm) ingtheMLSozone
by N2 andO•. Ratesforquenching
and
spectralgrid necessary
to capturethe rotationalstruc- to quenching
for
reactions
of
O(•D)
with
CC12F2
and
N20
followed
ture in Ou S-R band absorption. Effectsof scattering
recommended
valuesby DeMotee! al. [1994].
above 190 nm were included based on the formulation
of Meier et al. [1982].
The instantaneouslifetime for each gas was determinedfrom the ratio of its 1992globalinventoryM by
the calculatedglobalremovalrate L:

'r(1992)- M/œ

(1)

The two quantitiesin the aboveequationsare defined
by

4.

4.1.

Results

Radiative

Forcing

The radiativeforcingfrom preindustrial(1750) to
the 1992time periodwas calculatedusingpreindus-

trialmixingratiosof700ppbCH4,0 ppt CCI•F•,and
275ppbN, in thetroposphere
[IPCC,1995].Except
for CCI•F•, thereare no corresponding
estimates
for
stratospheric
distributions.
A reasonable
approximation,however,
is to assume
thesamerelativedistribu-

M- 27rR•
/ dz
/ n(½,
z,1992)
cosCd½
(2)
L-2•rR•
JdtJdz
Jn(½,
z,t)J(c),
z,t)cos½d½
(3)
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in Plate 1. Values are largest in the summer subtropics, consistentwith a relatively warm surface,cold
tropopause,and comparativelyclear skies. A similar
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included in Plate 1 is the assumeddistribution of high
cloud as a function of seasonand latitude. The patterns
indicate a high degreeof anticorrelationbetweenhigh
cloudfraction and the magnitudeof radiative forcingfor
all three gases.These resultsare consistentwith varia-

and for SF6 and CO2 forcingscalculatedby Myhve and

DEC-JAN
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in the three-dimensional

tionswith respectto latitude(primarilyverticalprofiles
of temperature)and cloudcoverfoundfor hydrofluorocarbonradiative forcingsby Pinnocke! al. [1995]
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was noted

tionsby Kichl andBvicglcb[1993].Latitudinalvaluesof
the forcingvary by up to a factor of 3 betweenthe tropics and high latitudes in the winter hemisphere.Also
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Stordal[1997].
Globally averagedvaluesof radiative forcingare listed

'.

in Table 1, along with results from the 42øN summer

calculationand valuesreportedby IPCC [1995]. The
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Figure 3. Top of atmosphereinfraredfluxesfor (a)
June-Julyand (b) December-January.Diamondsindicate values calculated using the radiative model initialized with temperature, trace gas distributions,and
clouds as describedin the text. Solid curvesrepresent
averagesof 1985-1988 observationsfrom the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment.

Table i imply that the use of a midlatitude summer
atmosphereto representthe global averageleadsto an
overpredictionof between4 and 8% in the radiative
forcing. Differencesbetweenthe UARS-basedforcings
and IPCC [1995]valuesare +17%, -6%, and -21% for
CH4, CC12F2, and N20, respectively. The discrepancy

for CC12F2is within the uncertainty(15%) associated
with IPCC [1995]forcingestimatesbut slightlyoutside
this bound for CH4. It has been noted, however, that

other studieshave in fact indicatedhighervalues(up
to 20%) for the radiativeforcingof CH4 [IPUU, 1995],
which is consistentwith results presentedhere.

The reasonfor the large differencewith IPCC [1995]
tion as is currently observed.This followsfrom the fact

in the computed N20 forcing is unclear. The treatment
of clouds may play a role; the clear-sky NaO forcing

increases
to 0.146W m-a (seebelow).
that the stratosphericlossscaleslinearlywith tracegas at midlatitudes
amount. Thereforepreindustrialtrace gasdistributions However, a systematic differencein cloud fractions or
wereestimatedby scalingall verticalprofilesaccording radiative properties would be expectedto have the same
sign for all three gases. Use of a midlatitude sumtios in the troposphere. It should be noted that the mer atmospherewith cloudsonly partially improvesthe
radiativeforcingfor eachgaswas computedby using agreement. The strong spectral overlap between CH4
the observedchangein abundanceof that gas alone, and N20 may also be a factor in the discrepancybewith all other trace gasesheld fixed at their preindus- tween NaO forcings. Resultspresentedhere explicitly
trial amounts.
include the spectral overlap using a fixed abundanceof
The model was modified for the study of radiative 700 ppb CH4. The NaO forcingfrom IPCC [1995]is calforcingby allowingstratospheric
temperaturesto adjust culated based on an analytic fit to model calculations
so that stratosphericheating/coolingrates were iden- that includes an empirically determined correctionfor
tical to values calculated for the preindustrial strato- the spectral overlap.
Sensitivitiesof calculatedforcing cloudsand to vertisphere. This approachessentiallyassumesa fixed dynamicalheating/coolingin the stratosphere
ratherthan cal profilesof mixing ratio in the stratosphereare sumcomplete radiative equilibrium, but the final results marized in Table 2. As expected,forcingsare larger for
should be comparable [Ramanathan and Dickinson, clear skies becauseabsorbinggasesat the tropopause
1979]. Temperatureswereadjustediterativelyuntil the and in the lower stratospheresee a warmer effective
net heatingrate changedby lessthan 5 x 10-4 K day-x temperaturebelow, leadingto an enhancedgreenhouse
at all levels above the tropopause.
influence. Differencesrange between 28 and 36% at
The magnitudeof radiative forcingfor CH4, CC12F2, midlatitudes and are even more pronouncedin tropics.
and NaO as a function of season and latitude is shown The latter result arises due to the higher contrast in

to the ratio of preindustrialto present-daymixingra-
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Table 1. Trace Gas Radiative Forcing

atmospheric
transmission),
andabsorptioncrosssection
uncertainties
(10%for CC12F2and 15%for N20).

Species Global Average 42øN Summer IPCC [1995]

Calculated rates for stratosphericlosswere largest in
the tropical midstratosphere. Globally integrated rates
were found to be moderately dependent on season;removal rates were 12% larger during the equinoxesas
comparedwith the solstices.These higher rates are a

CH4
CC12F2
N20

0.550
0.132
0.111

0.579
0.143
0.115

0.47
0.14
0.14

Values are in W m -2.

temperature between cloud top and the lower troposphere in the tropics as compared with midlatitudes.

Cloud effectsare similar to the 36% clear-skyenhancement for CClaF forcing at midlatitudes presentedby
Pinnocke! al. [1995].
The impact of using realistic stratosphericprofiles

consequence
of smallersolar zenith anglesin the tropics during the equinoxes,with associatedincreasesin
actinic fluxes in the lower stratosphere.
Previousestimatesof the CC12F2lifetime rangefrom

95 years [Ko e! al., 1991] to 180 years [Cunnolde!
al., 1994];the rangefor N20 is 110 years[Ko e! al.,
1991]to 182 years[Golombekand Prinn, 1986]. Our
results favor the lower end of these ranges and are in
good agreement with previous instantaneouslifetimes,
116 years for CC12F2 and 123 years for N20, obtained

by Minschwaneret al. [1993]. The latter estimates

was discussed
by Ramanathanet al. [1985]for CH4 were obtained using the same empirical technique and
and N20 and morerecentlyby Hansenet al. [1997]and nearly identical calculations for photochemical loss as
Christidiset al. [1997]for CFCs and HCFCs. However, usedhere; however,the level of agreementis somewhat
previous studies either assumed exponential decreases surprisingin view of the fact that the trace gas distriusing a constant scaleheight or used model-calculated butionsusedby Minschwaneret al. [1993]werebased
profiles instead of observed distributions. Our calcula- on a relatively sparse collection of balloon and aircraft
data.

tionsshowa negligibleimpacton CH4 and N20 (Table
2), whichis consistentwith the resultsof Ramanathan The steady state lifetime, where emissionsto the atet al. [1985]. The net IR flux at the tropopausedoes mosphereexactly balancephotochemicalloss,is genershow a significantdifferencebetweenthe caseof a uniform mixing ratio and onethat decreases
with heightin
the lower stratosphere.However,with the scalingproceduresusedhereto approximateCH4 and N•O mixing
ratios in the preindustrial stratosphere,this flux difference appears in both the preindustrial and contempo-

ally shorter than the instantaneouslifetime for gases
whose concentrationsare increasing with time. The
difference arises from the time lag between temporal
changesin abundancesfor the stratosphererelative to
the troposphere. The distinction between steady state
and instantaneous lifetime is small for N20 because

the growthrateof about0.25%year-x [Montzkaet al.,

rary cases,and very nearly cancelsout in the radiative
1992]doesnot significantly
impactstratospheric/tropoforcing.
On the other hand, the forcingfor CC12F2is increased spheric abundances over timescales relevant for the

by up to 10% if a uniformmixing ratio is usedto represent the contemporary atmosphere. One reason that
this effect is larger than for CH4 or N20 is that the

preindustrial atmospherecontainedno CC12F2;there-

turnoverof stratospheric
air (lessthan 5 years[Rosenlof
andHolton,1993]). However,the meangrowthrate for
CC12F2ismuchlarger,averaging
about3.5%year-x between1988 and 1992 [Elkinse! al., 1993]. Assuminga

in net flux between the case of a

mean age of between 2 and 4 years for midstratosphere

uniform and realistic vertical profile of CC12F2 translates directly to a differencein the computedradiative
forcing. Furthermore, the opacity of the atmosphereis

air in the tropics[Hall and Plumb,1994;Boeringet al.,
1996]and an instantaneous
lifetimeof 114years,the es-

fore the difference

timated steady state lifetime for CC12F2 is between 99
generallylessfor the CC12F2bands(9-11 tim) in com- and 106 years. Including the uncertainty in instantaparisonwith themajorCH4(7.7tim) andN20 (7.8tim) neous lifetimes yields steady state lifetimes of 103 4-25
absorptionbands. Consequently,changesin CC12F2 years for CC12F2, and 117 4-26 years for N20.

abundancesare felt over a greater range of altitudes,
including the middle and upper stratosphere.

Table 2. ForcingSensitivities,Summer Season

4.2. Lifetimes for CCL2F 2 and N20
Instantaneouslifetimeswerecalculatedusingthe sum

of globallossratesfor the four separateseasons
(equation (4)) and the meanatmosphericburdenduringthe
sameperiod(equation(3)). Lifetimesfor CClaFaand
NaO are 114 4-22 and 118 +25 years, respectively.Uncertainties

are estimated based on the standard deviation of the CLAES zonal means where loss rates are a

maximum(12% for CClsFa and 9% for NaO), uncertainty in actinicflux (5% in solarirradianceand 10%in

Clear Sky

Species
CH4
CC12F2
N20

Fixed Strat a

42øN

3øN

42øN

3øN

29
36
28

36
51
35

1
8
2

1
10
1

Values are percent increasesabove standard cases.
•Constant trace gas mixing ratio above the tropopause.
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Steadystate lifetimesof 102and 120yearsfor CCI•F•
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geststhat the N•O GWP maybe about23%lessthan

and N20, respectively,
are presentedby IPCC [1995]. the currently recommendedvalue.
Theselifetimes,basedprimarilyon resultsof 2-D model
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